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Most Americans at all Interested In p rob loins of schools and
teaching have at least heard of the new educational system which
takes its name from its
Montessorl g

and many

Italian originator, doctor Maria
have been enlightened by magazine

articles as to some of the details of the a:;stem j but anyone
who has broached the subject In. a mixed company of average
¿Americans knows what an exclamation of unsatisfied curiosity
goes up from everyone present ;
system all about ?

" What Is

the Monteseori

ihafe-s the point of it t

What

does she do

that* a so very different ? "
dust what the “ Montossori

s y s t e m " essentially is, how it

differs in fundamental principles from other theories of education
is a question that Is being asked throughout Europe as eagerly
as in America* but a satisfactory answer is seldom hoard, even in
Rome *

It Is not that Italians are indifferent to the subject j

on the contrary the more mention of the name Montossori is sufficient
to rouse them to a passion either of adulation or attack; but
the foreign seeker after knowledge* even when he penetrates
carefully below the froth of partisanship, finds as a rule only
second-hand information prejudice, hearsay* almost never any real
sympathy, or understanding,

Hie fact la that even in Rome

reliable information about the Montessorl system is extremely
difficult to obtain and those who have gone there wlhh the
express purpose of informing themselves at head-quarters find
head-quarters almost impossible to locate*
1#

For Doctor Montessori - "la Dottoressa fi" , as she is called
as though she were the only one in the world - has no connection
with the official educational system of her country, is at the
head of no Normal school, gives no courses of lectures, has no
model schools of her own to which to invite visitors.

It is hard

to believe her sad yet unembittered statement that there is now in
Rome not one single school which is entirely under her care, which
she authorizes, which is really a "Montessori school " , There
are, it is true, some which she started, and which are still
conducted according to her ideas in the majority of details,
but not one where she is a leading spirit.
There are a variety of reasons, natural enough when one has
once taken in the situation, which account for this state of
things so bewildering and disconcerting to those who have
from far to learn about the new ideas.

come

The Government, straining

to carry the heavy business of modern Italy feels itself unable
to undertake a radical and necessarily costly reorganization of
its schools ; the

teachers (in a compact organization) very

naturally carry on an under-handed, secret campaign against any
revolutionary changes which would render useless their hard-won
diplomas and they have been thus far successful.

Hence it happens

that Investigators coming from across seas have the not unfamiliar
experience of finding the prophet by no means head of the official
religion of his own country.
In the other camp, fighting just as bitterly, are the
Montessori adherents, full of enthusiasm for her philosophy,
devoting all the forces at their command. ( and they include
2.

many of the highest rank, intellectual and social) to the
success of the cause which they believe to be of the utmost
importance to the future of the race.

It can be seen that the

situation is not orderly, calm, or in any way adapted to
dispassionate investigation.
But the twentieth century is in a ferment of uneasiness
about established systems of education everywhere, from the
conference of professional educators down to the most casual street
-car conversation, the note of doubt is constantly being struck.
Clearly enunciated, or subsconsciously felt, one of the great
questions of the day is;

does our education educate ?.

Has

it kept pace with the rest of our civilization ? Are the
children being given adequar® preparation for the new problems of
life before them ?

Is there not (to quote a phrase everyone

must have heard ) "Something the matter with our schools and
colleges ? "

and now that a newprophet has gone beyond

questioning, has affirmed the inadequacy of the established
system, has enolved a new educational doctrine, in every comer
of the civilized world a sudden eager curiosity about this
rumored little-comprehended solution has flared up, and, refusing
to await the end of factional warfare or deliberate scientific
investigation demands immediate enlightenment.

From France, from

Mexico, from Switzerland but above all from the English-speaking
peoples, there pours into Rome a stream of letters, of telegrams,
of demands for teachers, for lectures, and - most flattering but
most distracting a stream of pilgrims themselves, arriving without
definitely informing themselves of what they may expect to find,
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but demanding details instruction which they may carry back
like seed to plant in their own soil.
They come to certain disappointment, forthe world asks
too much when it demands from her instant instruction. How

can

she be expected against all manner of material odds to organize
a Normal School in a country
if not

which a government , indifferent

hostile to her ideas, to gather funds,

to

rent

rooms, to arrange hours, hire janitors and lay out courses l 1
And yet the proseltyzer who lives in every fervent
believer is

regretfully aware of the

opportunity to spread

the new Gospel which is being lost with every

day of silence,

and is distressed at the thought of sending the pilgrims away empty
-handed.

Busy as she is with the most absorbing

Doctor Montessori is willing to

investigations,

meet the owrld half-way.

If

those who ask her to teach them will do the tangible, comparitively
simple work of establishing an Institute in Rome of experimental
pedagogy, will

gather together forty or fifty children ina

suitably equipped school-building, the Doteressa, for all her^
concentration of her further research will be more the willing
to give enough of her time for lectures for training teachers,
for making the school as wonderful and beautiful as only a
Montessori school can be.
Surely the terms are not hard ones, and it is to be hoped
that the United States with the genuine, if somewhat haphazard
willingness to further the cause of education which is perhaps
its most creditable national characteristic, will accept the
offered opportunity

and divert a little

of the money now

being spend in Amorim on scientific investigation of every
sort to this investigation# so vital for the coming generation#
the need Is urgent, the sum require# not large,
la onw in

the opportunity

a century and the end to he gained valuable beyond

the possibility of exaggeration* for as Doctor Monte®sort quotes#
to end the wonderful preface of her wonderful book "whose strives
for the regeneration of education strives for the regeneration of
the human race | ”

M *

Because la Botteressa Montessori is willing (If it can be
made possible) to help those who wish to learn of her* it does not
follow that she has a complete system elaborated in every detail#
On the contrary* as she constantly reiterates# she is almost
in despair at having been discovered too soon before she has had
time to do more than merely to begin the enormouse
embodying her vision in fact*

task of

Convinced of the wide^spreading

significance of her fundamental conception, she asks only the
leisure necessary to work It out in all Its conclusions#
Flattering though they be, the letters * the cables* the
questions* the would-be students knocking at her door* are a
real detriment to her life-work in the demands that they make on
h e r time#

'he craves the long blessed years of obscurity and

solitude In which other scientists, before the
cables and telegrams* have been able

5

days of tattling

to elaborate and complete

their world«*tpan§fortiing ideas*

she would prefer to so .&•§ she

began* patiently# laboriously* scientifically testing ©very à m
step* for there is back of this sudden success as there mast be
bach of every success a loss period of devoted, unremitting
effort*

La Dottoressa has not triumphed easily* but she won

hard victories over daunting obstacles.
It Is hard for an American to realise the tremendous will.*
power necessary f or an Italian woman of her generation to study
medioin© *

It was a step wnhcard of* scandalous* and rendered non©

the easier for her to take

by the fact that she was both

singularly beautiful and singularly ardent*

Sh© was also the

only child of her parents to whom she was and is passionately
devoted and who naturally* at that time* could see nothing but
distressing and dangerous eccentricity in her determination*
After this battle at home was fought and won* she began her medical
studies with no more interest, it. is to be supposed* that any

other

"meaic" in the souls inhabiting the fascinating bodies of flesh
and blood which she studied*

After graduation she took up

clinical work with nervously

affected* abnormal and deficient

children and# as so many doctors have done before her* into an
absorbed-, study of h e r patients1 braln**aeilvltles#

But her©* almost at once she parted company with h e r fellow«*
students* for she did not stand aloof and observe phenomena from
the disinterested standpoint of the theorist* she utilised her
finely trained brain and indomitably© will in the hand-toAhand
struggle for actual amelioration of existing conditions. For
years she taught the deficient children in the Asylum under her

car®, devoting herself to the® throughout every

one of their

waking hours». pouring toto the poor# «reeked vases of their minds,
the full rich flood of her own powerful intellect#

All day she

worked with her children, loved, to- i do-la try by them# exhausting
herself over their problems like the simplest# most unthinking,
most unworldly and devout sister of charityg

but at night she

was the scientist again, arraigning# classifying »systematising#
claryfying the results of h e r observations, examining with
passionately^

minute attention the works of all those who

had studied her problems before her* applying and. elaborating
every hint of theirs, every clue discovered in he r own experiments*
those were good years, years before the world had heard of
her. years of undisturbed absorption in h er work#

then one day* as

such things come* after long oneerta Inefforts* a morsels happened.
A supposedly

deficient child, trained by he r methods, passed the

examinations of a public school with more ease, with higher marks
than normal children prepared In the old way#

the miracle happened

again and then so often that it was no longer a miracle but a fact*
a fact to be foretold and counted on.
then the woman with the eager heart and the great mind drew a
long breath and, d e t e r m i n i n g to make this first success only the
cornerstone of a newtemple, turned to a larger field of action*
the field to which her every unconscious step had been leading her #
the education, no longer only of the deficient# but of all the
normal young of the

human race,

7.

Ill «
She prepared herself even more thoroughly than before by a
study of all the usual authorities * but when she came actually
to look at the problem with her own devlnlng, practised ©yes
and to concentrate on first-hand study of conditions h e r brain*
wrought by years of application into a tool of exquisite precislte
for analysis and synthesis, she found ferself unable to consider
seriously any theory of education not based on the obvious truism
{obvious but none the less entirely disregarded) that children
are first of all human beings*

¿hid as no existing sqstem seamed

to her to take advantage of this truism by the practical applic
ation of all our hard-won knowledge of the springs of human action
to the problem of teaching children, she found herself forced to
evolve a system entirely of her own differing vitally from any
previously in use.

If it Is true, reasoned la Qotteresaa, that

men and women have beached their highest

development only when

■they have had the utmost possible liberty for the growth of
Individuality,

If It

is true that slavery has been the most

ruinously unsatisfactory of all social expedients, both for
masters and slaves, if society has found it necessary for its
own good to abolish castle laws and guild rules, if with all its
shortcomings we are agreed that democracy works better than the
wisest of paternal depotlsms* then it ought to be true that in
the school -room minat-ure copy of society, there should be less
paternal despotism, more democracy, less uniformity of regulation
and more- much more -

individuality,

8#

AM#

therefore# when with a burning heart# this seer of

visions turned to her work and organised the
the famous

"Casa

del Bambini *

"House of childhood " In Rome, she took as her motto

the oldf old# ever*raisundsrs fcood one of "Liberty " |

that liberty

which we still distrust so profoundly In spite of the innumerable
hard knocks with ehieh the centuries have taught us it la the only
taw of life#

She was convinced that the "necessity for school

discipline " is only another expression of humanity*s enduring
suspicion of that liberty which is so essential to its welfare#
and that schooler©om rules for silence# for immobility# for
uniformity of studies and results# are of the same nature and as
outworn as serfdom in the world of adults# or laws

against the

free choice of residence for a workman# against the free choice
of a profession for women# against the free advance of any
individual to any position of responsibility which he is capable
of filling*
Alt over again In the new field

the Dotteresse fought the old

fight against the old idea that liberty means red caps and riots and
guillotines#

All afresh# as though the world had never learned the

lesson# she was obliged to show that liberty means the only lasting
road to order and discipline*

Once again for the thousandth time

people needed to be reminded that the reign of the tyrant be called
’teacher” produced smothered rebellion or apathy# but never
progress*
For this constant turning to that trust in the safety of
freedom#

which is perhaps the only lasting spiritual conquest of

our time# is the keynote of her system as already worked out In
detail for little children and embodied in her marvellous book# and

as foreshadowed in her own mind for students of all ages* fhia is
the real answer to the question, **What does she do that1© so
different ?

is the vital principle often overlooked in the

fertility of invention and scientific Ingenuity with which she
has applied it* the fascinating details with which her book is
crammed*
She has put her doctor*s intimate knowledge of the mechanism
of the body and brain, her scientists

precise information ku about

i&iystologlean psychology* to a hundred homely uses*

Xt is a fact

well known to anthropologists and psychologists that "muscular
memory " is most highly developed In early childhood* but who
before Montessorl
alphabet ?

saw that it bor© any relation to learning the

She gave her tiny pupils large, pasteboard letters to

handle and play with, till* through their little fingers, there
was sent to their brains a more exact knowledge

of the shape of the

letters than most adults can obtain through their eyes*

fhe

apparently miraculous results obtained by her method * the children
of four and five who write an excellent hand and can read anything
set before them* are thus no miracles at all, and are not dependent,
as sceptics say, on either an extraordinary personal gift for
teaching In her, or an extraordinary prococity m

in h e r scholar©}

they are simply a foreshadowing of the astonishing results to be
obtained from learning nature*a laws and working with* not against
them*

If children of three and four learn more easily

through

their fingers than throu^i their eyes, why not teach them through
the fingers |
La Dotteressa

lays great stress on the importance of the body

as a tool in human activity, the children by her system are
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definitely trained by the most charmingly various of gay# child«,
like expedients to control their actions with
extractItu&e,

precise

to be deft-flngered* to be sure-footed* to

perform the ordinary operations of life with that quick uncon
scious certainty

which marks the fencer with his foil*

for instance* the process of dressing and

undressing their little

bodies is transformed by the Montessori system from the dreary*
dawdling* slovenly half-hour# only too familiar to most families*
into a brisk, tonic exercise of eye and braIn and hand with the
most gratifying resultant exactitude of button and button-hole*
She utilises every actual activity of a normal child’s
life.

Hot the slightest spontaneous impulse Is wasted* but her

only rigid and Invariable rule is that the impulse

must be

spontaneous* must not be Imposed upon the child from without,
this reverence for the child1® personality, this supreme faith
that liberty of action
is the prerequisite

Is not only safe to give to children but

of their development*

la the rock

on which

the edifice of her system with Its Gotlc wealth of detail is
being railed*

It is also the rock

investigators

are wrecked*

on which

the barks of many

When they realise that she really puts

her theory into execution they cry out agast t

"what * a school

without a rule for silence* for Immobility# a school without
benches* without

stationary desks* a school where children can

plan If they like* can speak when they please, can choose, if they
like* what they will do — it Is no school at all — it is anarchy "*
One seems to hear faint echoes from another century crying out*
"what - a society without hereditary aristocracy* without a
caste system, where a rail-split tersest
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son can become supreme

governor, where people may make op their own minds what to
believe and what to do | -

It Is no society at ail - anarchy t *

lector Kontesaorl has two answers to make to such doubters,
one Is that the rule In her schools, like the rule In any
civilised society# Is that no act Is allowed

which transgresses

against the common welfare or In itself Is uncomely or offensive*
that the children are free

does not mean that they

may throw

b o o k a a t e a e h other’s heads or light a-bonfire on the floor»
anymore than the free eltlsens of a republican city may obstruct
traffic or burn down their own houses*

It means simply

that

they are subject to no unnecessary restraint, and above all. to no
meddling with their Instinctive private preferences*

The second

answer, even mors convincing than the first, Is the work done
In the Casa del Bambini, where every detail of the Montes sort
theory was more than proved with an abundance of testimony fairly
overwhelming*

The bag-bear of ‘’discipline'* simply did not

exist for those schools*

By -taking advantage of their

natural instincts and tendencies children were made to perform
feats of self-abnegation, self-control, and collective discipline
impossible to obtain under the.most rigid application of the old
rule, and, as for the amount of Information acquired unconsciously
and painlessly by those babies, It is one of the fairy-stories of
modern times,
Working with the most reverent devotion upon the little
children under her care, none oversix, most nearer four, la
Dotteressa Konfcessori accomplished three things?

she proved her

theories to be based on fundamental facta of Nature, and she
elaborated tested and completed In all details a system for
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*

educating children of that age, of the '’Montes sort Ideas” which
Is now ready to give the public*
before his

Then, like a sculptor

lock of marble, consumed with the fever of

creation, whe withdrew Into her laboratory to begin the long series
of endlessly renewed experiments which will teach her how
her

principle to older

to apply

children? she withdrew Into her

laboratory and shut the door feeling, as she says, that her work
Is but begun,

that she must make haste while it Is yet light.

